Northeast Texas Area 65 - 2018 Spring Assembly: March 16~18, 2018
Colony Marriott @ Cascades - 5917 Stone Creek Drive, The Colony, TX 75056
Theme for the 68th General Service Conference: “AA, A Solution for All Generations”
Friday - March 16:
7:30pm - District 21, Special Speaker Event: Panel 59 Delegate, Jimmy Dean - “What Should the Message Be?”
8:15pm - District 21, Chris C. “Experience, Strength and Hope - Using our Traditions in Recovery”
Saturday – March 17:
8:19: Welcome by Chair, Olga R. 624-8526 chair67@neta65.org Opening Remarks and announcements made. “District 21 You
Rock!” and the Serenity Prayer. “Why Do We Need a Conference?” was read by Justin C., GSR Cleburne Group in English and
Manual C., MCD District 90 read in Spanish. Olga recognized the new GSRs, Alt. GSRs, DCMs, Alt. DCMs. She gave all a challenge
to get at least 3 names from people we did not know.
8:30: Delegate, Keith D. (214) 906-5183 delegate67@neta65.org Welcome and thank you. This is a great turnout. If you do not
know why you are here, this is a very important process. And this is part of the process of what it should be. The Mock
committees try to simulate what I will be at the GSC in NY in a few weeks. This will give me the information on what decisions I
need when I go to NY. As a Delegate, you serve two panels, last year I was a newcomer, this year I am the old guy. There are 93
delegates. When we are there, it is important that I have your opinions in front of me. It is a world of experience to take into
the GSC. Chairs make sure that you have recorders. It is important to take as much information to the GSC. The chairs will have
the background information. I do have a few copies here [of background information], let me know at the break. I will get it to
you. This room will become salon 1, 2, and 3, there are break out rooms around the corner and there are 3 over at the other
Marriott Hotel.
8:45 ~ 11:30: GSC Mock Committee Breakout Sessions
11:30: Lunch
1:05: Olga R., called the meeting back to order and then turned it over to Keith D.
GSC Mock Committee (MC) Reports to the Assembly Body and Delegate: by each of the Committee reporters. Keith noted
that he is on the Agenda Committee at the GSC for his entire panel. He also asked for all of the Mock Committee reporters to
submit either digital or paper copies of their minutes [to him].
Agenda MC: Kimberly Alt. GSR at the Meadowbrook Group generally liked all but three of the agenda items.
CPC MC: Patty reported on the support for the military and veterans, and “those deployed/travel overseas” as well as others
such as FEMA, Red Cross etc., who may also be deployed overseas. Agreed to changes in wording for the healthcare
professionals, reviewed the CPC Kit, concerns about Linked In accounts being hacked, like a digital booth for professionals to
meet. Do not have a “friend” system on Linked In. KD? How would we handle the messaging interface?
PI MC: Patty reported topics included spiritual humility is better than self-effacement and safety in AA meetings. Updating PSAs
to reflect on the correct years (from 70 to 80), PSAs not carry the same weight, ad platforms are changing, not “bible method”
to get onto TV. Optimize the website. We can optimize the website and enable no feedback needed. Other platforms may help
us get the information out, consider Google Word ad campaigns and look at other platforms. Are the current 3 PSAs relevant?
Yes. There was feedback on the AA YouTube channel and discussion about considering adding personal stories and narratives
and also a recommendation to turn the pamphlets into videos.
Corrections MC: Nicole S. Corrections Chair, 28 people and 15 who had been either an inmate or taken a meeting into a facility.
They voted against having additional pamphlets. It is up to us to get to the unit, and it is up to us to carry the message in the
unit, it is impossible to create a pamphlet instead of physically being in the unit. Develop a FAQ sheet. Get everyone’s ideas on
the CF Workbook. We did not believe that there needs to be a FAQ sheet as the person should go to and ask their group,
district or area.
Finance MC: Deb S., Intergroup Liaison, 21 people participated. It is important to develop a process to regularly set a 5 year
review for contributions and bequeaths. Reviewed the Self Support packet. The group felt that the packet is useful, but needs
to be marked “Please share with your Treasurer.”
Policy & Admissions MC: Deb S. approved the participation of the observer from India. We passed on the selecting the dates,
felt that our Delegate can do that at the GSC. To evaluate outside vendors; discussed the possibly to create a staff position
instead of an outside vendor. Polling between annual GSC, define grave and urgent. Use Survey Monkey to speed up the
process. The equitable distribution of committee, use the delegates and trustees to decide. Request for the policy for the
Conference Dashboard, the policy is already in place. Does the AA have a role to support other countries around the world?
The answer was yes, but that the observers are to finance their own trips.
International Conventions & Regional Forums MC: Deb S. Intergroup Liaison, 21 people participated. How to make the
regional forums interesting? Establish workshops.
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Grapevine MC: Don M. McKinney Group. The GV makes a comment on Facebook and then there are thousands of responses.
There were concerns about by the time we hash it out and we are finally ready to move on. Audio strategy, the system in place
is fine, sign up, not a free for all access. Should GV have more freedom, GV and LV are both separate, we believe that they see
fit to do what they need to do. Multiple book topics suggested. We trust GV staff, maybe publish more in Spanish. Outside
sales, the policy from 2010 is fine as it stands.
Archives MC: Don M., we did not discuss A. Item B, is it okay to post on YouTube channel? If there is a need, we want the
actual stuff to be available. If we have it, and people ask for it, then we should make it available. Make audio recordings
available; yes.
Literature MC: Bill H., thanks for the committee 21 items with discussion until everyone was satisfied. 2 scribes and they will
split the reporting. Henry – 29 people 3 parts request an appendix and index. Yes of 16, 13 abstained. As long as it does not
change the first 164 pages, yes. Discussion about proposed good for CPC and CF, and then someone mentioned, make sure it
comes from the literature. Request to place an end note in Bob’s story in the Big Book. “The God Word,” pamphlet, from the
GSO in Great Britain. Pamphlets for the atheist and the agnostics, we already have the pamphlet. It is already covered and
useful to build so we have for new comers, already have in the Came to Believe books; the next one, a pamphlet for atheists
and agnostics. Not a clear majority, gender specific for higher powers, if we have this, then word in some way, that t higher
power has to be greater than you. Does the “God Word” pamphlet fit this issue/topic? “Women in AA,” to be translated into
Spanish. Request for pamphlets; one on “AA’s Three Legacies.” Many people just do not understand the three legacies.
“Safety in AA” literature, several pieces of literature will be affected by this, and we will be able to do this in steps.
This is a very serious matter and we need to we become a better person. The (F-L?) to be done and already in process and we
took these all at once and if they have been started, then they should be reviewed. Kelly continued… to accept the revisions to
Living Sober. Regarding medications and other drugs, not sure to take it out? It was taken out of Living Sober to become a
pamphlet. It is important to be able to point to something. Living Sober is often one of the first books that people get. Request
for a new book with the 12 & 12plus with the Concepts (12 & 12 & 12); we believe it would be too complex for new members.
When you hand a newcomer a Big Book and a 12 & 12, they would read it when possible. This could possibly read it when
necessary. Get newcomers frightened from the start to understand. It would be okay if we simplified the Concepts, or
simplified the reading of the Concepts and The Responsibility Statement. We surmised that the likelihood that this would be a
new book 12 & 12 & 12, it was not intended to replace the 12 & 12. We considered the request to revise the video; yes. We
looked at the pamphlet “The GSR is the Most Important Position in AA.” There are no jobs in AA, just opportunities. The GSR is
serving as the link between the group and AA as a whole. The Big Book took out “you and your” and the link between your
group and AA as a whole. The pamphlet, “Spanish Speaking Women in AA,” we need this now. There is the pamphlet of
“Women in AA,” but it does not address the first generation Spanish speaking woman and new immigrants.
There was a general request for revising the “Sponsorship” pamphlet. The Internet, some commented in their
obituary to contribute to AA. How often it comes up? Annual? No comments about that. Several reviews of the pamphlets “AA
for the Gay and Lesbian”, we just discussed them as some are in process. There are several pamphlets were there where no
serious questions or nothing seriously added. Some issues that came up, we did not have the pamphlets and thus, could not
comment.
Report & Charter MC: Kim, we had one big item with the service manual and service conference notes. #1 and 32 updates and
changes, we would trust Keith D. to make the decisions. Consider adding a glossary to the AA Service Manual. Describe
positions for the corporate boards. Add text for the Service Manual. Trust our Delegate if it comes up on the floor. We were
not going to do anything about it. We were in favor of #7 A, B, and C.
Directories, it is time to discontinue them. We are okay if they did not do anything about it; they are outdated. We
want all of the materials available from the GSC, to be published in their entirety, and also made available in print and digital.
Having it readily available only in digital…. If needed, someone could print it out for them.
Treatment MC: Julie, are we serving veterans enough? Disable d veterans need more. Young people in the military have.
Create GV for overseas, Literature in treatments. Put Armed Forces in all of the utility kits. Remote community access kits,
contact and there are right now electronic GSO has a desk for those disabilities. Workbook and kit needs additions make sure
that the armed forces are to be included in all of them.
Trustees MC: Tatianna, this is really interesting, Jim C. and Jimmy D. they gave us a mini workshop and helped us to
understand. For the Trustees for the Eastern Canadian, we went over general review and what takes place at the GSC, the time
that they serve as the regional delegates. 20 minutes vs nomination, the only non-voting member allowed is the secretary.
Both chairs provided background information to further our knowledge. History and backgrounds are important. Before they
arrive at the GSC with approval and with the corporations simultaneously. We reviewed the backgrounds of what is being
looked for in the clinical and publishing e4xperience. All trustees are not paid. All Class A trustees are to have a Class B trustee
sponsor. There are 4 service… if correct, we have never had an alcoholic GSB chair. There is a record of all GSC notes. We
reviewed why we need to approve versus full slates versus the individuals. No action, recommendation, or returned back. Now
for the exciting Motion [to] censure the GSB, background was provided in detail with regards to the manuscript lawsuit. It was
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very much back and forth very quickly. The board acted with regards to the manuscript lawsuit, without and before contacting
the GSC before contacting the 1978 to Feb. 21, 2018. Estimated cost to date is $350,000 AAWS $135,000 fees for Mr. Roberts’s
legal fees. What is a censure? The vote has to be 2/3 to become an action. We have not actually brought it to the table of what
we wanted the GSB to do. Is this an asset, the lack of transparency to the fellowship. Will this cause us harm? Import as to the
committee, we look at spiritual principals, the warranties and the concepts a few times with discussion to the public
controversy.
The GSB had to give 10 days. How did the GSB not know that they were deciding to hold the actions; nobody knew
why. The delegates were there last year. Hazelton has the copyrights for reprints. Nine directors had no idea that there was a
meeting with Hazelton. It is not in our best interest to be involved in legal actions. Our GSB had plenty of time to notify the
body before it was brought up the. GSB has gotten out of hand and not a lot of detail. Someone else offered we could have
offered Mr. Roberts the money. The loss of copyrights in the 1980s, it should be moved forward. Yes, the board acted hastily,
the GSB heard the fellowship, the public controversy. The manuscript was an asset.
For our clarity, was there a legal requirement to go into a lawsuit, the response was No. The GSB oversees policy and
vision. The concern was if we do not go through with this motion that it sets the precedent for future GSB motions. Was the
auction of the manuscripts critical [so] that the GSB had to take action without reporting to the conference; 19 flavors for
censure. [It] could come as a floor action at the very end there was some consideration for the service board. This should
never come as a decision to not take action.
The process for submission to the next general service board conference. What are extraordinary actions? The
charge is usual and ordinary activities that were us. What is usual and what is extraordinary to permit GSB to take action on
their own. Reorganize the GSB and AAWS… if this takes place, we have no process in place to handle the reorganization. We
spend ½ million dollars on something that does not support any 12th step work. It can be a partial reorganization or all of the
boards. Is the structure the problem or the people? Was this an error or judgement or an error in process. If we do the censure
and the reorganization, it is like writing them up and firing them in one day.
Then look at the status for next year. We can use the agenda item for the committee for what reorganization would
look like and then come back to the 69th GSC. The board took the later steps on the time line and received 21 trustees serve at
our GSB. Yes 2 no 18 to reorg. Request to have the mechanicals of what the proposed reorganizations could be used.
Spanish Speaking MC: JJ O., Alt. Chair Translation Committee, there were 27 persons and 2 past Spanish-speaking delegates.
Consider to support inmates after long term incarceration – why if it is 1 night or 15 years. GV – do not see advisory action for
outside sales. We do not why not use Amazon or other outside services to sell AA literature. GV and LV, 100% consider the list
of GV topics. Yes, consider a literature appendix and reorganization for the Library of Congress. Should the AA Preamble and
Responsibility Statement put in the Big Book; yes, put it in the back of the book. We considered the request for a new book on
the three Legacies, yes. Review “AA for Alcoholics” for those with mental issues, everyone went crazy. We agreed. Consider
requesting for revisions for Living Sober. It is already there. What kind of revisions are in Policy and Admissions? We skipped
this as we would Trustees. We said yes to consider censoring them. Recognize them. They are already there. For the trustees,
just slap them!
3:00 Break
3:15: Q&A on GSC with the Delegate?
?? Tom M: about the Matrix being used for the Literature Committee – are the documents being reviewed by the trustees at
the same time? KD: No.
?? Chris: do not put down the trustees, Rick W. the learning in that meeting was great. Like GSC 101. ? How concerned are you
as our Delegate about the Censure and reorganization that you are going to run out of time? KD: Not. We are able to spend as
much time as it needs. Some of the floor actions got put down, but they were stopped for good reason.
?? Jimmy D., Past Delegate panel 49, I assume publication concerns printing. I think audio would be better when he made the
talks. Printed material is becoming a thing of the past, why would we not just produce Bill’s talks as audio CDs?
3:45: Break for the GSR/DCM sharing sessions.
4:45: GSR Sharing Session Report Backs: Several groups discussed their growth others that they have lost members and the
groups are small but very happy. Wichita Falls wants to announce that Group 1 is here, discussion about digital contributions,
PayPal, VenMo, seen some slow and some good growth by implementing the digital basket. In the recent Box 4-5-9 there was
an article, “Passing the Digital Basket” from the Marin Group in California. There is research there, and a link for the
information. Grapevine Unity group has done a parking lot video. No people, walking through the parking lot, showing where
the coffee pot is, where the bathrooms are, how to familiarize their groups with newcomers; Glass House, wants to do a 1x
month Concepts/traditions meetings. Another group has been doing 34th anniversary June 2th, 4 speakers, boundaries
between their AA club and the group that is in the building. Other clubs are not doing well, so they are going into group
meetings and promoting the club, which is not good. Other discussions were on prudent reserves, 1 to 3 months. A few had 6
months. Insurance might cover something like fire, flood, establishing as a non-profit. A few groups have their lease under one
name. The pros for establishing a rental at a better price, others have no name on their lease and others say they get discounts
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for being a non-profit, saving money on bills and everything you purchase, for members as well being a non-profit. Talk about
the new pamphlet for Spanish women. There is a different mentality for Spanish women. All women should be supportive for
the Spanish May 4-6 group having a women’s meeting. GSR struggling by himself, making sure that there are people at the
assembly and then there will be people understanding what they will need to do when they take over.
With “Apathy in AA” and other workshops, sometimes have no one or very few members showing up. How do you
keep people engaged? It falls back to sponsorship. “ELECTILE Dysfunction” is a problem. People get elected, such as a GSR, and
then the person does not do anything. Does not go to district meetings and does not plug into what is happening at the Area.
We need to take [that] excitement into your group and the GC, and hope that it catches fire. It came down to 3-legged
sponsorship.
DCM Sharing Session Report Backs: Patty N. CPC/PI District 53, met with25 DCMS and alts. Problems with dogs in meetings.
They question about dogs will bark or eat food off someone’s place. People bringing service animals to meetings. Some people
are being helpful. There are strict laws about asking for papers, so instead ask “what task is your dog or your animal trained to
do?” There are problems with guns. There are people with open carry in meetings. Other groups had shootings at a meeting.
What do you do about that? Recommend to have signs on the door. When a gun is present, everyone with a felony needs to
leave the room.
ELECTILE Dysfunction – how to address someone not doing their job? Have a group or district document and start
with a one-on-one discussion and then speak with their sponsor. And have the document to address that problem, GSRs and
Committee chairs. According to [government agencies] there is wording for fraudulent use of animals. A problem with too
many non-alcoholics, the courts are sending everyone to us and we need know how to handle it; take meetings to the courts
and use CPC and take literature to the courts? How do you get your district to put on workshops, work with the area and
finding groups that will house the meeting and then an area to get the speaker and then the workshops to happen.
5:15: Dinner
7:15: Service Committee Meetings
8:15: Break
8:30: NETA Special Event – Olga R., People performed a terrific play about groups, personalities, traditions and concepts. Time
for fellowship and great cookies followed.
9:30: Close with the Lord’s Prayer
Sunday – March 18:
8:41: Welcome: Olga R. thank you for allowing me to be your Chair, you are very brave. Let’s invite God in for the Serenity
Prayer. Olga asked Margaret, Alt. GSR for the Wylie Group to read “Why Do We Need a Conference?” in English. Opening
Remarks by Jimmy D, past delegate, the invitation to come to the Texas AA Convention in June. It will be in Irving, TX.
8:45 - Reports:
Secretary, Lore. L. 817-517-3850 secretary67@neta65.org read the minutes from the 2017 Fall Assembly / Convention, held
September 29th to October 1st, 2017 at the Radisson Ft. Worth South, Fort Worth, TX. Corrections were noted and the minutes
approved.
Alt. Secretary, Sarah P. 214-274-0677 altsecretary67@neta65.org a few copies of my report of my copies back there we had
our winter mail out with Stephy O. great food and fellowship. We knocked it out in an hour. We need groups for the location.
Get as many people as you can. And then we have other dates as well if you thing.
Spring: -Deadline for articles to newsletter editor – April 15 -Spring newsletter mail-out – April 29 – Group ?
Summer: -Deadline for articles to newsletter editor – July 8
Summer newsletter mail-out – July 22 – Group ?
Fall -Deadline for articles to newsletter editor – October 21 -Fall newsletter mail-out – November 4 – Group ?
Big shout out and thank you to District 24, Stephy the DCM, and Texoma #1! Awesome mail out. Lots of great company and
food. We knocked it out in about an hour! Any group or district that is willing to host one of our mail-outs please let me
know. The more people we have, the less time it takes and food encourages us all! Thank you for allowing me to serve.
Treasurer, Sheila W. 214-926-0268 treasurer67@neta65.org there are so many numbers, I have a lot of things for you. I have
the end of the year (2017) things for you, everything we spent and the budget. We also have the budget that you approved at
the last assembly. There is also a report for the Orange Can. I will read every number – just for Lore.
Year-end was $35,658. This year’s has $15,442.47 contributions so far. We very much appreciate that. We have not had a
distribution yet. The first and second quarter checks are going out this weekend.
The Corrections’ Orange Can and Corrections are not on the finance report. All their contributions are coming to the
NETA treasury address [in Denton]. Then they can go down and buy books. They can focus on what they do best. If your group
is not on the list, you have not made a contribution this year. You will notice on the year-end budget there is also a list of all of
the groups that gave for last year and then the detail report… this is confidential. Observe the anonymity of the people. Do not
leave this out in the lobby. Do not make me hunt you down.
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The budget has been approved and we have our prudent reserve. We spent a lot of money today, and the report for the
Orange Can is on orange paper. If your group gave, look it up. There is a running total [of advanced expenses] for each
committee, so look at your committee.
? Jim C. Past Delegate, Panel 61, asked the exact amount contributed by the TX State AA Convention from 2017. SW: it
was not given in 2017, but in January 2018. They gave $2,644.82.
We file taxes every year like you do – like you are supposed to do. At the end of the year, we have to have the end of
the year taxes to file. And yours truly has to send in the 2017 report. I am very glad to have Brandy working on my side of the
balance sheet.
? Lore L. asked about the IRS taxes and expenses. SW: these will be updated soon
? Jose noted he just learned that there are two different Legacy Groups, the Legacy Group in Plano in 54 made a contribution
and is not reflected in the report.
The Treasurer Report includes (1) Final report for year ended 12.31.17. (2) (Confidential) Summary Report showing all expenses
by Committee or Category, (3) List of Contributions Received by Group. Please, GSRs and DCMs, tell your Treasurers that ALL
FUNDS should be made payable to NETA 65 or NETA 65 Corrections and mailed to the following address:
NETA 65 Treasurer
222 E. McKinney Street, Suite 100
Denton, TX 76201
If the funds are to be distributed to the Orange Can or Corrections – Please write that in the check in the “Memo.”
Alt. Treasurer, Brandy H. 817-881-0970 alttresurer67@neta65.org I have just added the 2018 Budget in a separate column on
my report. The numbers are slightly off because I was working off the proposed budget instead of the approved budget. The
report does not include expenses I received this weekend nor checks that were provided. We have only received three
expense reports for Orientations. If you were asked to participate in Orientation please turn your expense reports in as soon as
possible. Orientation expenses reported up to this point are $318.66. We have advanced approximately $34,339.89 and
received expense reports for 75% of those advanced funds. We have $8.475.75 of advanced funds unaccounted for. Of those
funds just under $900 are funds unaccounted for from three chairs that have stepped down from their positions. We are
currently working with those individuals to receive reimbursements or expense reports.
Thanks to Sheila I have a gift card – I am going to give it away to the Chairperson that has turned in 100% of his/her
expenses. Deb S. was second place at 87%. 1st place was with 100% of expenses reported is Jamie C. of the Translations
Committee. (If you are not present you cannot win.) Any questions? To those of you who have participated, thank you.
Convention Chair, Roy A. 940-566-0512 convention67@neta65.org I will brief Joe Price of District 21. They brought us the
volunteers and stuff. Joe H. you can get a hold of them. Many have asked “could we do this”? This makes my job fun. I hope all
of you have fun as well. When the attendance is good, you can get excited.
Texarkana June 8-10, 2018
Bring districts interested in supporting the Assemblies for 2019 to the next Area Committee Meeting (ACM) at the
Language of the Heart in Colleyville. The last thing I am going to mention, what I do in my copy, is what the assemblies cost the
area the Spring 2017 cost $8.76 total! The Summer Assembly cost $438.79, net of contributions and $923 for the Fall Assembly
2017. We are working to do things differently. Assemblies done right do not coast a lot. The final count for this weekend is 240
as of this morning. It has been fun. There were 30 of us at the registration desk.
?Chris W. the budget is $6000, why? A large part of the budget is paid by the people getting hotel rooms for the Assembly.
Shouldn’t we pay a lower rate??? How these big rooms are more? RA: The gross bill for this Assembly was $5300. We get
money from the coffee cards and contributions. We need to meet the number of rooms in order to get the big rooms
[ballrooms] and breakout rooms paid for.
Keith D. Delegate added, that the total costs for the officers and chairpersons budgets with driving, are at a total cost around
$14,000 per Assembly.
RA: I will not see you in Texarkana as I have another commitment. But, I will see you around the block.
Alt. Chair, Wayne H. 972-571-4799 altchair67@neta65.org - Thank You for the opportunity to serve as your Alternate Chair for
NETA 65 Panel 67. I look forward to providing assistance to any Group, District or member of NETA 65. I am looking for people
who are willing to assist as presenters for NETA 65 Workshops. Please see me and give me your contact information. I need
some additional people in the area of technology. I have not been able to do more as we need people. We want to be able to
get around to this. Our technology at this point is Keith, with is not good. Keith is running the technology for the area.
There are a number of established workshop topics. Please see me to get a list of the topics. It is not an all-inclusive
list. If you have an idea, we can put something together to do a workshop for you. We are also willing to help with additional
workshop topics. Call me to discuss your ideas for a workshop. If your group or District is interested in having a workshop
please let me know how we can be of assistance. Go to your GC and get 2 dates approved for each workshop and give me the
times and then I can get back to you. I used to put all of my workshops on my report, but we are doing many and the list would
go on forever. In brief we have:
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• 29 Workshops were set up through me during 2017
• 7 workshops have already been conducted so far in 2018 that I have been involve d with
• 10 additional workshops are scheduled for 2018 and several more workshops are being scheduled – a few more are being
considered
• That’s 20+ workshops conducted, setup, or planned so far in 2018. We are off to great start.
Upcoming Workshops will be posted on the www.NETA65.ORG Calendar as they are finalized. I would like to make this a big
year for workshops. Go to the NETA website and click on the little red line Calendar Translations Committee wants everyone to know that they are available to Translate at your workshops. Please
Contact Jamie C. (Translations Committee Chair) to arrange for that service; respectfully submitted. I am impressed that there
are so many of you here on Sunday morning. It is important that I stay here until all of the work is done. 972-571-4799.
?Jose C., Alt Chair PI, what is the minimum sobriety for leading a workshop. WH: if you are active in the area, and you want to
participate, I will team you up with others and that is how we groom people. If you are interested, and you have knowledge in a
particular topic, let me know.
We are working on written formats for our workshops, rick and his team, have been doing a very good workshop –
sponsorship workshop, Phil, Bill and Tom are working on a format for an Apathy workshop. I hope to hand over a folder for next
year. Any assistance you can give to me is appreciated. Again, I am honored to chair.
Delegate, Keith D. 214-906-5183 delegate67@neta65.org - Well, it is shaping up to be an exciting 68th General Service
Conference – compared to this year; the 67th is now appearing to be somewhat uninteresting. Most of you probably know, but
the Manuscript Lawsuit has been dismissed with the agreement that A.A.W.S. is waving any and all rights and will reimburse
Mr. Roberts $135,000 of his legal fees.
On the agenda for the Conference, we have 2 motions to address in regards to this lawsuit: one from our Area (65) to
Censure the General Service Board and one from Area 1 to reorganize the same. My hope is that these two motions will result
in some very sobering dialog (pun intended) about the role of the Trustees and what is really important to the fellowship of
A.A., regardless of the outcomes of the actual agenda items. I will say that the lawsuit has had at least one tremendous positive
impact. I have had more in-depth and useful discussion, with a more diverse group of AA members, about the Traditions,
Concepts and our service structure in the last 9 months than I probably had in all the years I’ve been sober combined.
Also, I have been asked to present at the Conference this year on a topic. I bet you can guess what that topic is, yes,
“A.A. Technology - Where Innovation Meets the Traditions.” All joking aside, I do feel a tremendous amount of purpose and
God’s hand on my life when asked to combine these two parts of my life that I love so much. It has occurred to me that this
great honor of being your Delegate will quickly come to an end and before it is over, I have some thoughts I feel compelled to
share. A.A. is a spiritual way of based on service and sacrifice – our literature says so, and that is my experience. So let’s
consider for a second in every action we take in general service, does this promote service and sacrifice? Are we willing to
sacrifice our own ideas for the common welfare of A.A.? Are we willing to sacrifice our comfort that living by spiritual principles
requires or are we going to just keep creating more rules in a feeble attempt to allay our fears? To live by rules is based on fear.
To live by principles requires practice, discernment, and a willingness to admit we are wrong… in public. One will move us
closer to our own destruction and one will grant us freedom from the bondage of self.
Being my last Conference, I hope to least to start conversations regarding concerns I have about our process. For
example, how we elect our Trustees (regional and at-large), is completely broken – no, it’s a joke, and not a funny one (I think it
would be more effective just pulling names at random from the hat) – from top to bottom of the process, I believe that we are
not electing our leaders “with care and concern.” Also, how we seem to practice the principle of “let’s not make a mistake” –
oh, wait, that is not spiritual at all, but an old idea that I spent most of my life living by, and I personally am certain, does not
work. Don’t get me wrong, I love A.A., and I believe we exist today because of God’s Grace and Mercy, but I believe that does
not absolve me from playing the role He assigns to the very best of my ability – this deal is life or death for me, every single
day. Please, feel free to share with me if you agree, disagree or think I should go jump off a cliff.
Finally, it’s never too early to start booking me to do a report for your District (of course, after that little rant, you may
not even want me to come give a report). Anyway, thank you for my life.
Alt. Delegate, Tina P., 214-566-7561 altdelegate67@neta65.org I am so grateful of having the honor of serving as your
Alternate Delegate. It has been a wonderful journey. One of my responsibilities is to inform you of upcoming AA sanctioned
conferences, Jimmy D. has already told you about the Texas AA Convention, and we will hear from four Texas area Delegates.
June 22-24, two weeks after our Summer Assembly, we’ve got the Texas state convention right in our own backyard in
the city of Irving. The registration fee is $20.00, and they’ve got a great lineup of speakers from all over the country, including a
staff member from our General Service Office in New York City, and each of the delegates from the four areas of Texas (NETA,
NWTA, SETA, SWTA).
I don’t know about you, but I’m getting more and more fascinated with how technology has and can help us be more
effective in carrying the message. I plan on attending the 2018 AA National Technology Workshop in Round Rock, Texas, about
200 miles from here, just north of Austin. It is Sept 13-16. Not sure if it is on the website yet. And, we’ve got some great events
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coming up this year! It’s a great opportunity for a bunch of us “alchies” to pile in the car, have great fellowship, meet new
friends, and hear some good AA talks, presentations, and be a part of some informative workshops and panels.
Every two years, we can look forward to attending the Southwest Regional AA Service Assembly. The Southwest
Region includes the Areas in Texas, New Mexico, Kansas, Missouri, Oklahoma, and Arkansas. This year’s SWRAASA is being held
in the fun city of Branson, Missouri. Get together with your sponsees and your AA buddies. The agenda is not officially out yet.
You can learn everything about service, and sometimes it is too hard to see everything, as so much is happening at the same
time. It is a great way to get excited about AA service. SWRAASA is loaded with all sorts of presentations, sharing sessions, and
workshops about every aspect of AA service there is. It’s a great way to learn more about how we fulfill our primary purpose as
individuals, groups, and as other AA entities throughout our fellowship and general service structure.
Next year’s Texas AA Convention will be in Houston in June 2019. The International AA Convention will be in 2020 in
Detroit. The first time I went to an International, it was a life changing experience. My sponsor got me hooked up on that a long
time ago. We will be celebrating 85 years in 2020. And, it will be on Box 4-5-9 and the www.aa.org website. Information will be
available in the Fall of 2019.
So check out the websites, your calendars, and start making plans with your sponsees and other AA buddies for these
great events, because you’ll be pumped up with enthusiasm and a greater sense of purpose by attending any of these
happenings. Thank you for allowing me to serve.
• 72nd Texas State AA Convention (NETA 65 host) June 22-24, 2018 Westin DFW Airport - 4545 W. Carpenter Frwy, Irving, TX
75063. 972-929-4500 room rate $99.00 (double). www.txaaconvention.org
• 2018 National AA Technology Workshop (SWTA 68 host) Sept. 13-16, 2018 Wingate by Windham Round Rock - 1209 I-35,
Round Rock, TX 78664. 512-341-7000, $99.00 single/dbl, group code CGAATW. www.NAATW.org
• SWRAASA 2018 (Area 39 Western Missouri host) Oct. 5-7, 2018 - Branson Hilton Hotel and Convention Center. 200 E Main St,
Branson, MO 65616. 417-336-5400. registration@swraasa2018.org
• 73rd Texas State AA Convention (SETA 67 host) June 7-9, 2019 - Westin Galleria Houston. 5060 W. Alabama, Houston, TX.
77056. 713-770-6270 room rate $129.00 single/double, $139-$149 triple/quad, mention 2019 TX State Convention
• International AA Convention, July 2-5, 2020. Celebrating AA’s 85th Year “Love and Tolerance is Our Code” Detroit, MI. Check
www.aa.org and Box 4-5-9 as more info becomes available. Convention registration and housing reservations available, Fall
2019.
Break: 15 minute
Archives, Frank W. 972-834-3080 archives67@Neta65.org - Budget spend for 2017 was roughly $970. Left us with a surplus of
$730. At the Summer Assembly we need to replace the history boards, or convert to an electronic option for about $1500. We
will present [ideas] at the next ACM. Eddie was at the Tyler Anniversary. Activities: The honorable Keith D. will be speaking at
CityWide, second weekend in May. On Oct 8th we set up the Archives at the Grape-A-thon at the GVU Group in Grapevine. On
Oct 14 - 15 we set up the Archives at the Colony Group Anniversary. Eddie T. displayed at the Tyler AA Anniversary on 12-14
January 2018. Presented the Archives Display at the Bruton Terrace Group’s 50th Anniversary March 10th-11th, 2018. The
group donated $23 to archives, our biggest event donation to date this panel. LOOK FOR NEW EMAIL. Future Scheduled
Activities: Keller Group on Founders’ Day June 10, Texas State Convention in Irving, June 22-24. To request an Archives
presentation please call or send request to: archives67@Neta65.org or stuckrecovery@gmail.com
Archivist/Historian, Eddie T. 254-459-1527 EddieT1960@hotmail.com currently serving as the AH, went to Tyler have not
done anything. Stephenville will have an anniversary in April, another request for Town South’s 14th April anniversary in
Duncanville. Give me a holler, I need something to do.
Corrections Chair, Nicole S. 254-485-1413 Corrections67@neta65.org I currently serve as your area corrections chair. I had a
great time this week and having a lot of questions, for those not asking questions, I have a lot of questions for you, next time I
hope to have all of the Corrections reports in Orange Can. All of the reports in the back from Sheila, the first quarter is not
there, the quarterly reports are there. Please send to the treasurer and make sure it has Orange Can. Talking to the newcomer,
you make it from any sort of can, it is literature for inmates. Sheila makes it sure that is what we use if for. I have one left, you
can have it. I have had a lot of questions. How can I get books from the Orange Can money. Give me a call, or give my alternate
Bill M. or Bill H. a call. Get in touch with one of us. Orange Can: Send Contributions to: 222 E McKinney, Ste. 100., Denton, TX
76201 Check or money order must have “Orange Can” in the ‘memo’ section. Monthly Reports (Mar-Dec 2017) are posted on
www.NETA65.org
Chair Report:
1.
Nov 2017, attended First Annual National Corrections Conference in St Louis, MO. 35 states, 4 Providences of Canada,
and Puerto Rico represented; the first night, the dividing wall had to be taken down for more space! Various speaker panels
with questions and answers, several GSO staff members attended to include the Corrections Chair-Diana L., and plenty of time
in-between meetings to talk with other AA members and learn how they carry meetings into jails/prisons. Commitment and
Perseverance.
2.
2017 NETA65 Corrections Conference was a success in December at the Anchor Group
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3.
Met with Tyler Corrections Committee, 3 Feb 18
4.
“Speaker Jam” at Gurney Unit, 10 Feb 18 with Bill H and Bill M as often as they let them, TCJ and other registered
5.
Attended DAAMES (Dallas Area Alcoholic Messenger) meeting, 3 Mar 18
6.
Presented at District 52 meeting, 7 Mar 18 – with Delbert and his crew
Big Book (by the case) Requests:
a.
County Jails: Parker, Eastland, Weatherford, Lew Sterrett
b.
Prisons: Telford, Gatesville, Seagoville, Beto/Gurney
GSO Correspondence/Pre-Release:
1.
Correspondence Requests (5)
2.
Literature Requests (7)
3.
Pre-Release (1)
New Prison Meeting(s) Started (Men Volunteers needed)
1.
Telford Unit, New Boston, TX:
a.
New meeting began: 1 Dec 17. (Time: 10am)
2.
Duncan Unit, Diboll, TX.
a.
Joint effort with South East TX (SETX) Corrections Committee.
b.
Meeting began: 10 Feb 18 (Time: 10am)
Announcements and Upcoming Events:
1.
SAVE THE DATE: 13 October 2018. NETA65 Corrections Conference 2018, TDCJ has been requested to conduct
orientation. Mexia Group, 203 N. Canton St, Mexia, TX 76667
2.
14 Apr 18, will present at District 41 district meeting.
3.
National Corrections Conference: 2018-Portland, Maine and 2019-HOUSTON, TEXAS
Special thanks – it is an awesome deal in December we got a new meeting in New Boston, we finally got a meeting to those
guys. The other place was in the Duncan Unit in Dibolt, TX SE Texas part of NE Texas, a joint effort and it cannot get any better
than that. Either please see me, or Bill H. Save the date, there are some small orange things Oct 2018 we will have our
workshop and have TDJC we will be in Mexia, TX more information to for me at the next assembly. We are going to District 41.
The next National CJ conference will be in Maine. We will be in Irving TX and also at the Heart of Texas.
Any questions? Thank you.
? Joe P., past delegate, when we had corrections conferences, we had inmates come down. A very powerful story about an
inmate inside that did 10 years in a black out. NS: Bill M. and Bill H have asked for inmates to come.
Bill H.: we have inmates that got sober on the inside and then they come and speak.
CPC Chair, presented by Jose G., 817-371-8921 joseg47@att.net serving as the Alt. PI chair, Tom G. 254-855-2100
cpc67@neta65.org has been having health issues. Please put him in your prayers. So reporting for Tom… I had a great time in
the Mock Committees for CPC and PI and also for those who come to the committee meeting last night. We have a lot of people
and had a great time. Since our last Area Committee Meeting in October, the CPC Committee has been involved with the
following:
October 2017 - Met with Dist.56 CPC/PI Committee to begin preliminary plans for a CPC workshop directed to professionals.
November, 2017 - Met with District 53 CPC/PI Chair to begin plans for a combined NETA65/Dist53 CPC/PI workshop. - Gave a
CPC presentation at Dist92 meeting at the Whitney Group. December 2017 - Attended both CD6 and CPC/PI meetings in Ft
Worth. January 2018 - Attended 2 Area Orientations in Tyler and FT Worth - Participated in Area Orientation in Eastland. - Met
with District 56 to finalize plans for the professionals workshop. February 2018 - Finalized the Area/District 53 CPC /PI
workshop, attended the ACM Here in Waco. Thank you for allowing me to serve. - Conducted District 56 CPC/PI workshop for
professionals at the Big Town Group, Mesquite. The18th Area conducted a CPC PI workshop for A.A. members at the Preston
Group, Dallas.
Grapevine/LaViña Chair, Janice S. 469-245-2522 Grapevine67@neta65.org - So glad to be back at an Assembly! Did the mock
committee on the GV, I did not have the snow keep me away. Attended the area committee meeting in Waco, didn’t let the
snow keep me away! I introduced my alt. Grapevine/LaViña chair Bill B., for a vote. We are making great strides for the
upcoming Grape-a-thon on October 14, 2018 at Lewisville Group in Lewisville, Texas from 1:30pm to 5:00pm. I hope at the next
assembly I will have flyers and will help them get mailed out.
February committee meeting was held at Town South, we discussed plans for Grape-a-thon. Plans for how we would
like to see the GV/LV grow. The GV/LV will be participating in several conferences this year. The Gathering of Eagles, Texas AA
State Conference, Texas Roundup and the Heart of Texas. The next Committee meeting for 29th of April will be at the Lewisville
Group at 1:30pm. There is a new display board on the table, our committee not me, please come by and take a look, if you
have any suggestions, also our Hispanic members also have any ideas and how we can help incorporate our Spanish speaking
community. Our subscriptions are down. How we say [solvent] is by our books [sales]. We are having a competition for a free
GV subscription. We share your opinion. We could not do it without you. Thank you.
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Intergroup Liaison, Deb S. 254-702-1142 intergroup67@neta65.org - NETA65 has (7) seven Intergroups/ Central Offices
spanning a wide area from Texarkana to Waco encompassing approximately 1573 miles of travel. During the month of
February, I attended the Ft. Worth Central Office Steering Committee /COR meeting at the Harbor Club in Ft. Worth. I also had
the privilege of making an Intergroup presentation to CD6 at the Meadowbrook Group tomorrow. Four (4) courtesy phone calls
were made to the Dallas IG, Texarkana Intergroup, Tyler Central Office, and the Waco Central Office. Communications continue
to work well using phone and email/text when travel is not possible. Tentative IG visits planned during March and April
includes: (March) Waco Central Office, (April) Tyler Central Office, Dallas Spanish IG, and the Ft. Worth Spanish IG. Please let
me know whenever there are any changes to your Intergroup/Central Office contact information. The flyer has all of their
information and their 24 hour number, call the offices to find a meeting really quickly. They can give you the meeting times and
addresses. They should have accurate information. If I get 12 step calls, I have a really hard time helping other. I can give them
other phone numbers. I cannot just tell them that this AA, and then I can give them other #s to call. My budget was $2000 and I
used $2000.NETA65 Intergroup locations and general meeting information are as follows: (updated as of 12 December 2017)
*Dallas Intergroup, Phone: 214-887-6699 (24 Hours), 6162 E. Mockingbird LN, STE 213, Dallas, TX., Hours: Monday-Friday
10AM-6PM. To volunteer please call 214-887-6699. Intergroup meetings are the 2nd Thursday of every month at 8PM at the
Mclver Chapel, Wilshire Baptist Church, 4316 Abrams Rd., Dallas, TX. 75214; Website: www.aadallas.org -- *Oficina
Intergrupal Hispana De Alcoholicos Anonimos Dallas, Phone: 214-905-0770, Intergroup meeting times are Saturday’s at 4PM
at 3530 Forest Ln., STE 323, Dallas, TX. Website: aadallasgroup.com -- *Fort Worth Central Office, Phone: 817-922-9859 (24
hours) or 1-800-396-1602, 1501 Hemphill St., Room A., Ft. Worth, TX., Hours: Mon-Friday 8:45AM-4:45PM, and the 2nd and 3rd
Saturday of each month from 9AM-noon. After hours Hotline: 817-922-9859. Volunteers are always needed. Please call 817922-9859 if you would like to volunteer. Central Office Steering Committee/COR meetings are the 2nd Tuesday of even
numbered months at the Harbor Club in Ft Worth. Steering Committee meeting is at 6PM and the COR meeting is at 7PM.
Website: www.fortworthaa.org Email: officemgr@fortworthaa.org or assistant@fortworthaa.org
*Oficina Intergrupal Hispana De Alcoholicos Anonimos Ft. Worth, Phone: 817-921-6882, Intergroup meeting times are the 1st
and 3rd Sunday of every month, 9:00-11:00 AM at 3244 W. Seminary Dr., Ft. Worth, TX. Website:
www.oficinaintergrupalfortworthtx.org -- *Tyler Central Office, Phone: 903-597-1796 (24 Hours), 401 E. Front St., Building
3, ST 145B, Tyler, TX., Hours: Mon-Fri 9AM-4:30PM. The office is staffed by AA volunteers in half day shifts. Please call 903-5971796 if you would like to volunteer. The Central Office Business meetings are the 2nd Saturday of every even numbered month
at 10:30AM at Fountain Square, 401 E. Front St., STE 145B. Website: www.tyler-aa.org Office Email:
east.tx.cso@gmail.com -- *Waco Central Office/Central Texas Intergroup, Phone: 254-754-3336 (24 hours), 3201 Franklin
Ave, STE 9, Waco, TX., Intergroup meetings are the 3rd Monday of every month at 6:30PM, at 1401 Washington Ave., (the
building across from St. Mary’s Catholic Church), Website: www.centexintergroup.com Email:
centraltexasintergroup@gmail.com -- *Texarkana Intergroup, Phone: 903-798-1024 (24 hours) Hotline: 800-839-1686,
Business meetings are the 1st Monday of every month at the Serenity Club, 2013 S. Ann St., Texarkana, TX. 75501, Intergroup
meetings are the 2nd Saturday of every month at the Serenity Club, Doors open at 5:30PM, Food at 6:30PM followed by
Speaker at 8PM, lots of dance, food, fun and Fellowship. Website: www.texarkanaaa.org Office Email:

texarkanaintergroup@gmail.com

NOTE: Please help support your local Intergroup/Central Office and volunteer. Volunteers are ALWAYS needed. Thank you
to all of those that give their time to volunteer. You do make a difference and are greatly appreciated.
Literature/AV Chair, Tom, I am filling in for Stephen S. I was told to say that there are many beautiful women in AA, and I am
told that there is nothing to report. (His mother fell and broke her hip.)
Special Needs-Accessibility Chair, Buckley S. 972-786-1233 bsachs73505@gmail.com or Specialneeds67@neta65.org . I have
had several emails from people about meetings for the hearing impaired and I was able to help a few of them. I received a call
from the Fort Worth Central Office from a lady in Florida trying to find assistance for a woman here in the DFW area. If you
have a meeting where there is a hearing imparted person, let me know. And I can help them. I emailed the woman who was
hearing impaired and gave her the times and locations of some meetings that I know are for hearing impaired as well as a list
of the interpreters in DFW who might be able to assist. I have emailed Service Animal fliers to several groups. I had asked
someone to assist me as a co-chair of this committee to see if they would be able to stand but they aren’t able to this year.
I’m still looking so if you know someone that would be willing to serve please let me know. I was contacted by the FTCO about
hearing and visually impaired or can share where you can get that. I can be prepared to do workshops or anything you need.
?? Is the name Special Needs going to change. BS: We talked about this in the Mock Committee… the special needs is still at
GSO. Still needs an alternate Chair for special needs.
PI Chair, Clyde R. 254-413-5609 publicinfo67@neta65.org some people last night were calling me Delegate. I attended the
Harbor Group, going to speak at Tarleton University, I will be meeting with her about some questions next week. I may need
some people to get together for a workshop and I have to get together. I attended the workshop at the Preston group and did
not have much to do. I visited several radio stations, and that are no longer required by law to play them and they are not
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receptive at all. There is one station sin Stephenville who were going to download the PSA, but, did not.
PI/Webmaster, position open, no report
Newsletter Editor, Dee V. 214-310-8262 Neta65neweletter@gmail.com the deadline for articles is 4/15 and I will be asking a
few people about their experiences in service work. If you want to or know of anyone to the mail out 4/29, the printed mail out
and I do not believe we have a group for that as yet.
Translation Chair, Jamie C. 817-880-9292 Translation67@NETA65.org Hello, my name is Jamie. Thank you, for the
Opportunity to Serve as, The Area Translations Committee Chairperson. Our committee ended the year by Translating for
Keith, the Delegate at District 90 Anniversary.
We started off the year by having a presence at all 3 Orientations in January. JJ, my Alternate, was present at a
Workshop at ODDAT Group in February and also the CPC/PI Workshop at Preston Group.
If you need something translated, either verbally or written, please contact me, as soon as possible. Please do not wait till the
last minute. Please allow one day per page for written translation. For lengthy reports, please allow at least one week for
translation. Please submit them at least one weekend before the assembly, and it does take time for me to translate them and
then send to an editor and get them back to me. We want to make sure that our documents are correct. Thank you for your
efforts in that matter.
If you are a Hispanic Member of the Area and will like to have a Translator present at an Area Workshop, please
contact me as soon as possible, so I can schedule a Translator for you at the workshop. The Workshops are posted on the
NETA65.org website, on the Left hand side, “Click here for New Calendar.” Remember to change the font to Española, Click on
the “VER PACINA EN ESPANOL” in the upper Right hand corner. JC: Thank you for the gift card. I will get this back to the
treasurer, a special thank you for the CPC for having the Spanish literature at the GV/LV had a little information in Spanish.
Once again thank you for the opportunity to serve. It has been a learning experience.
Please contact me, if you are willing to help Translate Written Documentation or Verbal Communication. You may
contact me at Translations67@NETA65.org or Translation67@NETA65.org. We have taken care of either way.
Treatment Chair, Gwen W. 817-683-6383 Treatment67@NETA65.org I appreciate you we ended yup the year at the Saginaw
group at the treatment march 14 at the Burleson Group we have the area workshop. I went to the FWCO in February, I have
been speaking about Bridging the Gap, if you do not know about it, I have a table with information. On April 14 I will be at the
Denton Show Me Group. Then in Waco. We need people. We have been invited to do a workshop as part of the Heart of Texas
Workshop, pleased to be invited for May 5-6 and happy to be able to set up our information. We will come to your district or
group and present a workshop for you if you are interested in getting the information we are happy to roll out and get the
information to you. All the reports and information in Bridging the Gap has been loaded onto the website.
Structure Committee, Jim C. Past Delegate, Panel 61 214-227-9922 netadelegate61@att.net Chair of the Structure
Committee. The report of the recent meeting will be presented at the Summer ACM meeting.
Ad Hoc Communications & Technology Coordinator, Rick W. 917-698-0722 trustedservant1987@gmail.com March 3 for the
committee for the chair, as the previous chair would be to step in for the rest of the panel, and want to thank Chris W. Report
from the ACM, Ad Hoc Technology Committee Report 2/10/18 Chair: Chris W. NETA 65 Webmaster Members: Lore L., NETA65
Secretary, Sarah P, NETA 65 Alt Secretary, Tom D. DCM, Rick W. ALT GSR Grapevine Unity, Jose C. GSR Legacy Plano, Jenny A. L.
GSR Cornerstone, Michael H. Chicago Group, Kyle C., The Principals Group, Dan C. The Principals Group, Patty N, Alt DCM. The
Ad Hoc Committee met twice via Zoom Video Conference with some members attending in person at Chris W.’s home. The
minutes are available upon request.
There were many issues that we discussed and the consensus was that we need to continue discussing these tech
issues and continually be striving to find technology solutions to help us better serve the service structure and AA as a whole.
We were able to come to the following conclusions and make the following recommendations, but there is much more ongoing
work to be done. Recommendations:
1. GSR Orientation was recorded by video in Ft Worth at the Harbor Group and is available to be used as is seen fit by the area.
2. The Secretary will be testing the usage of Google Groups to do Eblasts during this panel with the intention of using Google
Groups to disseminate eblasts in the next panel.
3. The Ad Hoc Committee recommends that a motion be put forth at the next Area Committee meeting (Summer) to propose
that a Standing Tech Committee be established. There was a lot of discussion around the role of this committee. The motion
would be that this is a new Voting position and would require budget. The webmaster would continue to be a funded position
and would function under the Technology Committee. The Technology Committee’s primary responsibilities would be:
a. Support the Area, Districts and Groups around Technology issues
b. Be a the tech resource for all committees and officers
c. Assist area officers and committees with tech resources and solutions
d. Be the local tech repository of information on how technology is being used in AA and the AA service structure by
participating in the Technology in AA Discussion Forum and the National AA Technology Workshop
e. Do workshops as requested on technology and technology related issues
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The Ad Hoc Committee will meet one more time before the Summer ACM to finalize the motion which will be brought forth.
We will be inviting the input of the current and past Delegates in the process. Of you are interested in getting a copy of this
report contact me.
? Jamie C. Translations Chair? what is GoogleMail? What are we trying to do with it? Lore L.: GoogleMail is not the same as
Google for Non Profits (GNP). This system is for document management and emails. The problem is we often get 90
rejections out of 428 emails in an email eblast. The GNP will be a NETA-wide solution.
? Ken, LOH at Colleyville ? Are their plans for Space for having all of the printed material here? Sarah P.: GNP will have a
repository for all of the documents. Rick W.: there will always be someone who will want a printed copy. Lore L.: There are a
lot of documents on www.NETA65.org .
Paul – GSR for the Unfortunates Group, we have an opportunity to test SKYPE for reports and for GSMs to call in. RW: District
71 will be the [NETA] beta testing for live video. The district is waiting for our committee to start the beta testing for the
process. We just need to determine when. Thank you for the opportunity to serve.
Room Share Coordinator, Sandra L. 817-726-5732 sandylemaster@yahoo.com request for assistance for voting members
(GSRs and DCMs only) requests from two for room assistance, another GSR wanted to participate, but canceled.
? Kevin H., DCM District 53. How many offers did you have for rooms? SL: We had 2 offers ran into a few people for next time.
Transportation is arranged through the DCMs.
11:26 Old Business: no old business.
Count of all voting members: 75 members present; 50 members is 2/3.
New Business: Motion by Patsy E., Modify Section 3.2 of the NETA Policies and Procedures as follows: “Where the Area
Assembly has approved a budget, the Area Treasurer shall adhere to budget constraints, reporting to the Area Committee
whenever expenses will exceed budgeted amounts. Any requests for budget increases above the approved budget amount
shall be submitted to the Finance Committee for review and comment prior to being brought to the Area Committee.” Linda H.
Seconded. Questions for Clarification: Joe P?: what is the current procedure in 3.2 for budget increases? Bill N.: the current
process is that the person brings their request for an increase to the area committee and then it comes to the assembly.
? Jose C.: if this motion passes, then will people have their requests brought to the Finance Committee? Sheila W.: yes, the FC
meets at my request. We meet before the Assemblies or at the Assemblies.
? Robynne H.: Why are we having to add this? This is merits, not clarification. I am not against people getting additional money,
I am concerned about making sure that we have the funds.
? Joe P.: Does this go to the FC and then to the ACM? Define Merit. Phil E.: Merit [or] clarification? What are we voting on?
Olga, is this a good motion or bad motion? That is what I understood.
Sarah P.: Called the Question. Move on to Discussion?
All in favor? Ayes have it, Opposed: none. Motion passed to move on to Discussion.
Discussion questions:
? Linda H.: We do not know what [how] it will impact the budget. Sheila W.: if we increase the budget, it rolls over year to year.
Chris W.: does this help the AC in doing the next year budget?
Sheila W.: Yes, it is not a problem in spending the money, but we would like to know about it in advance. Tom for this motion
because saving time at assemblies we approved a $58k budget in 5 minutes and then an hour about a $200 budget increase.
Jamie C: statement if the treatment committee that next year because of the way that we arrange things,
Janice S.: I was against this until I spoke with my service sponsor. He said this would enable us to do a better budget, for the
next year. Would we present the change of the budget in the Fall or the first in the year. SW.: The 2019 Budget will be
presented in the Summer Assembly and voted on in the Fall Assembly. Get new requests to me before the Summer Assembly.
Sarah P.: Called the question. Olga R., reread the motion: Modify Section 3.2 of the NETA Policies and Procedures as follows:
“Where the Area Assembly has approved a budget, the Area Treasurer shall adhere to budget constraints, reporting to the Area
Committee whenever expenses will exceed budgeted amounts. Any requests for budget increases above the approved budget
amount shall be submitted to the Finance Committee for review and comment prior to being brought to the Area Committee.”
Voting: In favor 72, Opposed: none. This motion passes.
Olga R., There is no other new business. There was a discussion about the Intergroup’s request for additional funds. Several
believed that the motion should be presented, others felt that the new motion should be in effect and thus the motion should
be presented to the Finance Committee. Olga R., asked Deb S., the Intergroup Liaison, are you willing to remove your motion
from the floor and present it to the Finance Committee? Deb S. responded, yes. I have no problem of postponing my motion
and presenting it to the FC and giving it to the Assembly in June.
12:24 Olga R., What’s On Your Mind? Seeing no discussion we are skipping over to the Delegate Send-Off. Thus, NETA
members shared their gratitude for Keith’s support, grace and excellent example of an AA member from NETA. It was
recommended that we need to ask the GSB to be more supportive and informative and that members also be more supportive.
12:30 Closed with the Lord’s Prayer
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